Hello Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to announce that Lisa Inouye, MD, FACP, has been elected the Idaho ACP Governor-elect.

Dr. Inouye is a general internist and teacher extraordinaire at the Boise VA. She has a primary care patient panel in the Boise VA Womens' Clinic and attends on the VA Medicine Wards with medical students and residents from the University of Washington. In addition to patient care and education, Dr. Inouye is interested in quality improvement and lifelong learning. Dr. Inouye will assume the Governor role in April 2020.

My huge thanks to Mark Christenson, MD, FACP, who ran a good race. Dr. Inouye and I look forward to continuing to work with Dr. Christenson as a vital member of the Idaho Chapter Council.

Happy Thanksgiving.
-Moe
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